


Striations

Till and Moraine

HAVE YOU LEARNED ABOUT 
THE ICE AGE IN SCHOOL? PERHAPS YOU’VE 
SEEN THE MANY KIDS’ MOVIES ABOUT THE 
Ice Age that feature a woolly mammoth nicknamed 
“Manny,” a ground sloth nicknamed “Sid,” "Diego" the 
saber-toothed cat, and "Scrat" the “prehistoric” squir-
rel? Did the Ice Age happen? If it did, how does it fit 
with the Bible?

Why do scientists believe an Ice Age happened? As 
glaciers move today, scientists can see the effects of 
their movement. When they find those same features 
elsewhere, they believe that glaciers were probably 
once there, too. For instance, glaciers are not made 

solely of ice. They also have rocks, dirt, plants, and 
sometimes even fossils frozen within the ice. As the 
glacier grows (from the formation of more ice) or 
contracts (from melting), it moves. The rocks that are 
trapped within the glacier at its base scratch the Earth 
as the glacier moves. These scratches that run side by 
side are called “striations.” They occur on rocks that 
extend over miles and miles of plains.

Have you ever played with a toy bull dozer? What 
happens to the dirt as the bucket (the “blade”) scrapes 
the Earth? Some of the dirt gets scooped up. But what 
happens to the dirt that doesn’t get scooped up? The 
effect of your bulldozer’s movement will be piles of 
dirt on each side of the blade as it moved and a pile of 
dirt in front of it where it stopped. The same piles of 
dirt [called till and moraine (muh-RAIN)] are left as a 
glacier moves. 

Based on evidences like rock striations, till, and 
moraine, scientists believe that as much as 30% of 
the Earth’s land surface was once covered with ice 
(as opposed to 10% today). The ice at the poles once 
extended much further than it does today. Scientists 
call this period of time the Ice Age. [Actually, many 
evolutionists incorrectly believe that the evidence 
supports several ice ages over millions of years—
not just one over hundreds of years.] The evidences 
for the Ice Age are found in the rock layers 
that are found above the rock layers typi-
cally understood by Creation geologists 
to be the Flood layers—that is, after the 
Flood.

What are Bible-believers to make of such 
evidence? Does the Ice Age fit with the 
Bible? Definitely. We know that the Flood 
was a worldwide water catastrophe. The 
ocean floor apparently broke up (Genesis 
7:11), releasing lots of heat and magma 
into the oceans. Mountain building and 
volcanic activity happened quickly (Psalm 
104:8, ESV). The result would have been 
that the oceans were much warmer during 
and after the Flood for a period of time. 
Warmer water means more evaporation (liq-

uid water turning into steam/cloud), which means 
more rain and snow. More volcanic activity means 
more ash and aerosols in the sky, which would block 
out more sunrays. That effect would lead to cooler 
summers with less ice melting each year. Until the 
oceans began to cool off again, the ice and snow at 
the poles would continue to advance, causing the 
Ice Age to occur over, possibly, several hundred years 
after the Flood. Cooler summers coupled with more 
moisture in the air and a “persistence” of those two 
features would likely have triggered the Ice Age and 
would explain the physical evidence. Bottom line: 

evidence for the Ice Age is actually evidence that the 
Flood happened!

As is always the case, the scientific evidence does 
not contradict the Bible. We may not always imme-
diately understand the evidence we discover, but 
when we study further, we continue to find more 
and more powerful evidences that support what the 
Bible teaches.

Where Does the Ice Age
FIT IN THE BIBLE?

JEFF MILLER
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WHO'S WHO AMONG
the Ice Age Animals

JEFF MILLER
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WHEN WE LOOK AT THE LAYERS OF ROCK THAT 
MAKE UP THE CONTINENTS, WE FIND AMAZING EVIDENCES OF THE FLOOD IN WHAT ARE 
CALLED THE “PALEOZOIC” [PALE-EE-UH-ZOH-IK] AND “MESOZOIC” [MESS-UH-ZOH-IK] 
layers. The “Cenozoic” layers are on top of those layers and are believed by many Creation geologists to be lay-
ers of material that were formed after the Flood. The Ice Age rock layers are found in the Cenozoic layers, spe-
cifically during the “Pleistocene” (PLICE-tuh-seen) period. When we look at the fossils that are found in those 
layers, we can see some of the animals that were roaming the Earth during the Ice Age soon after the Flood. 
Here are four of the most well-known that you may have heard about:

1.  SMILODON: Better known 
as the saber-toothed tiger, 
it was roughly the size of 
a modern African lion, but 
much heavier. Its canine teeth 
could grow to be 8 inches in length, compared to 
lion teeth that are roughly 4 inches long. Because 
of the size of smilodon teeth, scientists believe it 
could open its jaws extremely wide. That would 
have made its bite strength weaker than modern 
cats, however. Small comfort when you consider 
the damage that could be done with those teeth, 
regardless of the smilodon’s bite strength.

2. WOOLLY MAMMOTH: Woolly mammoths were com-
parable to modern elephants in size: about 10 feet tall 
from shoulder to toe. African elephant tusks are roughly 
6 feet long, while woolly mammoth tusks were much 
longer: up to 13 feet. Its thick coat of brown hair—some 

of which could reach up to 3 feet in 
length—makes the mammoth stand 
out in our minds. The hair and extra fat 
with which God designed them helped 
them survive in cold temperatures. The 
appearance of woolly mammoths is 
well known today, because of paleo-
art (drawings made by humans who 
saw woolly mammoths alive). Also, we 
know what they looked like because 

well-preserved mammoth carcasses have been 
found buried in ice. If a human took one of these 
hairy beasts down, he could definitely feed his family 
for a long 
time.

3.  MEGALONYX: More commonly known 
as the giant ground sloth (as opposed to 
modern tree sloths), it could reach the size 
of an ox when fully grown: 10 feet long and 
2,200 pounds in weight. It was a plant-eater, 
also called a herbivore. The giant ground 
sloth grew bigger than many bears, was able 
to stand up on its hind legs, and had a blunt 

snout that looked like it just finished headbutting the last animal to come 
across its path. You probably would not want to try to ride it. Like the 
mammoths, scientists know giant ground sloths had thick hair, because 
well-preserved carcasses have been discovered with their hair intact.

4. GLYPTODON: While we might run over a 3-foot 
armadillo on the highways of Texas, it would have been 
the other way around in the Ice Age when you ran 
across a glyptodon. Although it was probably of the 
same “kind” as modern armadillos, it could be 11 feet 
long and 5 feet tall, weighing in at 4,400 pounds. That’s 
heavier than many cars, and it was armored like a car 
as well. The glyptodon’s armor would have made it dif-
ficult for predators to kill and eat this Ice Age beast.

The animals that existed during the Ice Age were 
probably more similar to those that were on the Ark. 
When God created all of the “kinds” of animals (Gen-
esis 1:24-25), He created their genes with the ability 
to produce amazing variety within their kinds as they 
reproduced. From a single pair of animals could come 
the amazing amount of diversity that we see within 
the kinds today. Modern Asian and African elephants, 
as well as Woolly Mammoths and Mastodons are 
probably all part of the same kind! The Ice Age ani-
mals, however, were well-designed for a cold life. “The 
works of the Lord are great, studied by all who have 
pleasure in them” (Psalm 111:2).
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Pages  1. ___ Glaciers are made solely of ice.
 2. ___ Glaciers grow (from the formation of 

more ice) or contract (from melting) 
as they move.

 3. ___ The ice at the poles once extended 
much further than it does today.

 4. ___ The Flood was a worldwide water 
catastrophe.

 5. ___ Warmer summers coupled with less 
moisture in the air would likely have 
triggered the Ice Age.

	 6.	___	Real	scientific	evidence	sometimes	
contradicts the Bible.

 7. ___ Fossils of animals that typically live in 
the cold have been found with animals 
that are typically found in warm areas.

 8. ___ The animals that existed during the 
Ice Age were probably more similar 
to those that were on the Ark.
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DIscussIon 
QuestIons

1. Why do scientists believe an Ice 
Age happened?

2. Explain why an Ice Age does not 
contradict the Bible.

Dear Digger Doug,
Is it true that beavers used to be bigger  
than humans? 

Dear reader,

While modern American beavers are 2½ to 3 feet 
in length and weigh 25-70 pounds, the Giant Beaver 
that lived during the Ice Age, though it looked very 
similar to modern beavers, was much bigger. It was 
about 8 feet long and weighed in at 125-225 pounds. 
Its hind feet were particularly large, compared to 
modern beavers. While modern beaver front teeth 
(the incisors) are less than 1 inch in length, Giant 
Beaver teeth were up to 6 inches in length! Since 
the paddles of Giant Beaver tails (like modern 
beavers) were probably made of soft tissue 
that does not easily fossilize, we do not know 
what they looked like, nor do we know if 
their feet were webbed like modern beaver 
feet.	If	so,	I	don’t	know	about	you,	but	I	
wouldn’t	want	to	be	slapped	with	that	tail!

 1. ___  Better known as the 
saber-toothed tiger

 2. ___  The best evidence 
available seems to 
indicate that the Ice Age occurred in the 
years following this global catastrophe.

 3. ___  Liquid water turning into steam
 4. ___  More commonly known as the giant  

ground sloth
	 5.	___		The	number	of	scientific	mistakes	God’s	

inspired writers made
 6. ___  Possibly occurred over several hundred 

years
	 7.	___		The	estimated	percentage	of	the	Earth’s	

land surface once covered in ice
 8. ___  Likely a kind of armadillo, but could grow 

to be 11 feet long, 5 feet tall, and weigh 
over 4,000 pounds.

	 9.	___		Percentage	of	the	Earth’s	land	surface	
currently covered in ice.

 10. ___  Had front teeth as long as six inches.

Match, FInd, 
and CIrcle

ActIvIty True or 
False

MAZe 
Help	Joey	find	the	Giant	Beaver	 

in the ice below
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A. Glyptodon
B. Giant Beaver
C. Ten
D. Zero
E. Smilodon

F. Ice Age
G. Thirty
H. Megalonyx
I. Evaporation
J. Flood
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An Ice Age After the Flood  
ExplaIns A Lot!

MATCH, FIND, AND CIRCLE: 1. E (Smilodon); 2. J (Flood); 3. I (Evaporation); 4. H (Megalonyx); 5. D (Zero); 6. F (Ice Age); 7. G (Thirty);  
8. A (Glyptodon); 9. C (Ten); 10. B (Giant Beaver). TRUE OR FALSE: 1-F; 2-T; 3-T; 4-T; 5-F; 6-F; 7-T; 8-T. 

WHEN SCIENTISTS TALK 
ABOUT THE “EXPLANATORY POWER” OF A SCI-
ENTIFIC THEORY, THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT A 
theory’s ability to explain a lot of the evidence we see. 
The more explanatory power a theory has, the more 
powerful and believable the theory is. The creation-
ists’ Ice Age theory has great explanatory power.

For instance, when studying the fossil record, sci- 
entists have discovered that many large mammals 
went extinct at the end of a period where tills, mor- 
aines, and striations (we learned about these in the 
first article of this issue) are found in the rock layers. 
Immediately before the disappearance of all of those 
animals, strange circumstances can be seen in the 
fossil record. Fossils of animals that typically live in 
the cold (like reindeer and woolly mammoths) are 
found living with animals that are typically found in 
warm areas (like hippos). At the same time, we find 
“wet deserts”—areas that once were lush and rainy 
that are now deserts. All of these observations (and 
more) can be explained by an Ice Age that came 
after the Flood. 

The extinctions only happened once, because the 
evidence suggests there was only one Ice Age—not 

JEFF MILLER
several, as evolutionists claim. Cold and warm ani-
mals lived together, because (as we saw earlier in 
this issue) the summers were milder during the Ice 
Age, allowing all animals to live with each other. Wet 
deserts are found because there was much more rain 
during the Ice Age. The Ice Age explains why animals 
and man were able to cross to North America—likely 
because of the frozen channel that connected the 
two during the Ice Age (the Bering Strait). It explains 
how many of Earth’s canyons were able to be carved 
quickly, instead of over millions of years. The Lake 
Missoula flood, for instance, is believed to have hap-
pened during the Ice Age, when melting ice caused 
an ice dam to break, releasing large amounts of water 
that carved through rock quickly and easily. The 
Grand Canyon is also believed to have been rapidly 
carved in that way.

Perhaps the most powerful explanation that the 
idea of an Ice Age after the Flood provides is how 
an Ice Age got started in the first place and why it 
ended. While evolutionary theories fail to provide 
reasonable answers to those questions, the Flood 
helps explain both. Isn’t it fun learning about the 
great works that God has done on the Earth since 
Creation (Psalm 111:2)?
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